I BELIEVE IN THE TRUTH OF THE INEXPLICABLE,
IN THE COMMON SENSE OF STONES, IN THE LUNACY OF FLOWERS.

based on What I Believe by J. Ballard

THE INSPIRATION
Reality, as Plato says, belongs to the world
of ideas. We have designed a product line
that reflects our values, our way of respecting
people, their context and the environment in
which they live.
We have spent a great deal of time crafting
thoughtful designs for shampoos, conditioners,
serums and masks that feature high quality
ingredients and are results driven.
Our scientific knowledge combines with the
protection of the artisanal and cultural heritage
of the Mediterranean region to give rise to
optimum Essential Haircare formulas, free
from sulphates and parabens.
The products themselves contribute to the
protection of biodiversity by incorporating
selected ingredients extracted from crops
that are at the risk of extinction.
The Man and Nature
Why have legs and arms if not to give body
to thoughts, longings and dreams.

The body belongs to the mind, its most
virtuous task is to transform intangible reality
into visible reality.
Man incarnates the very essence of his thinking,
his ability to shape thoughts, things and actions.
Essential Haircare represents the good soul
of a project.
The shampoos and conditioners offer the
perfect balance between their function, Nature
and its exuberant generosity.
Formulas are proud to be everything that is
needed, everything that is fair.
Nature is the motor of everything, as it is from
her that man starts existing and through her
that our products are conceived.
Man is for us the essence of his positive
thinking; he gets from Nature what he needs
to create products and celebrates biodiversity
as the symbol of Nature’s creative imagination.

FORMULAS

ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

PROTECTION
OF BIODIVERSITY

We have given value to the goodness of
every single formula, enriching it with active
ingredients from Slow Food Presidia farms
in Italy to contribute to the protection of
biodiversity on our planet.

The packaging of Essential Haircare is manufactured using the minimum amount of plastic
required to properly protect the formulas it
contains.

Essential Haircare confirms its original values,
renewing its commitment towards the environment with a new objective: contributing
to the protection of our planet’s biodiversity.
To this end, Davines has decided to work
with the non-profit Slow Food Foundation for
Biodiversity Onlus joining its Presidia project.

The formulas contain high percentages of
ingredients natural derived and ready-biodegradable. They minimize their impact
on our environment while also combining
sustainability and high-performance results.
Essential Haircare shampoos are formulated
with mild surfactants that respect the hair
while creating an incredibly creamy, compact,
lather that rapidly dissolves in water, and are
sulphate free. All products are paraben free.
Each Essential Haircare family has a specific
characteristic and function: nourishment,
hydration, volume, shine, protection, elasticity,
smoothness, daily care. They do what they say
and all have the common goal of protecting
hair from external aggressions and providing
an immediate, visible result.

Teglio, Sondrio
the farm of Mr. Patrizio Mazzucchelli

Packs are manufactured using food-grade plastic and can be reused as containers and pots for
plants.
As part of the LifeGate Zero Impact® Project,
the CO2 emissions generated by the production of each piece of Essential Haircare are
offset by funding the creation and protection
of forests in Madagascar.

Caprauna, Cuneo
the farm of Mrs. Donatella Ferraris

Serranova di Carovigno, Brindisi
the Calemone farm of Mr. Mario di Latte

Orbassano, Torino
the farm of Mr. Giancarlo & Doriano Pozzatello

Essential Haircare is manufactured using only
energy from renewable sources.

The purpose is to support local agricultural
economies and prevent the extinction of
artisanal traditions.

Salina Island, Messina
the farm of Mr. Salvatore D’Amico
Dattilo, Trapani
the farm of Mrs. Francesca Simonte

Villalba, Caltanissetta
the farm of Mr. Francesco Di Gesu

There are more than 400 Slow Food Presidia
worldwide, which technically and financially
support more than 10,000 small producers so
that they can continue growing indigenous
plants thus preventing the disappearance of
a genetic heritage that has an inestimable
biological value.

Ficarra, Messina
the farm of Mr. Carmelo Messina
Noto, Siracusa
the farm of Mr. Carlo Assenza

Each family in the Essential Haircare line
contains one specific active ingredient from
a Slow Food Presidium, which features the
story, the face and the name of the person
who grew it with care and passion.

MINU/
For coloured hair.
With Salina Caper Blossom extract, Slow
Food Presidium.
Rich in quercetin, a powerful amino acid with
a protective effect on the hair structure along
with hair colour-protecting polyphenols.

A perennial bush of tropical origin, the caper
has been growing around the Mediterranean
basin from time immemorial: references to
its use as a food and medicine are found
in the Bible, in the works of Hippocrates,
Aristotle and Pliny the Old.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Salvatore D’Amico
from Leni, Salina Island, Messina.

MINU/shampoo

MINU/conditioner

MINU/hair mask

Apply to wet hair, massage gently,
rinse and repeat application. Continue with application of MINU/
conditioner or MINU/hair mask,
according to the needs.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
MINU/shampoo. Leave on for 5-10
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed
with the desired styling.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
MINU/shampoo. Leave on for 10-15
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed
with the desired styling.

Illuminating and protective shampoo for cosmetic colour that gives
long-lasting shine.

Illuminating and protective conditioner for cosmetic colour that
gives extra shine.

Illuminating and restoring mask
that gives extra shine and deep
nourishment.

MINU/hair serum

Illuminating serum whose leavein formula gives extra shine and
extends the duration of cosmetic
colour.
In the case of medium-coarse hair apply to towel-dried hair after MINU/
conditioner; in the case of fine hair
apply directly after MINU/shampoo.
Proceed with the desired styling.

NOUNOU/
For dry hair or hair damaged by treatments
such as highlights, bleaching, perm or
straightening.
With Torre Guaceto Fiaschetto Tomato
extract, Slow Food Presidium.
Rich in carbohydrates and proteins, it has a
strong nourishing power and an anti-oxidant
action due to vitamin C. Its extract is obtained
from the tomato’s pulp and has remarkably
invigorating and nourishing properties.

This juicy and sweet small tomato is part
of the gastronomic tradition of its region: it
was the main ingredient that all families,
even in urban areas, used to prepare the
tomato sauce for the winter. Yet, despite its
historical importance, the Fiaschetto tomato
came close to disappearing: growing it was
too expensive and its yields were too low
compared to modern hybrids developed for
sauce making. Thanks to a careful search in
the private vegetable gardens of the area
of Torre Guaceto, Fiaschetto plants were
found and were used to reintroduce this
refined tomato variety.
Producer: the Calemone Farm of Mr. Mario di
Latte from Serranova di Carovigno, Brindisi.

NOUNOU/shampoo

NOUNOU/conditioner

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat application. Continue with
application of NOUNOU/conditioner
or NOUNOU/hair mask, according to
the needs.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
NOUNOU/shampoo. Leave on for
5-10 minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed
with the desired styling.

Nourishing shampoo to give body to
the hair.

Nourishing and detangling conditioner that gives body, softness and
silkiness to hair.

NOUNOU/hair mask

Intensive repairing mask for deep
nourishment.
Apply to towel-dried hair after using
NOUNOU/shampoo. Leave on for 1015 minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed
with the desired styling.

MOMO/
For dry or dehydrated hair.
With Paceco Cartucciaru Yellow Melon
extract, Slow Food Presidium.
Rich in water, vitamins and mineral salts,
it gives prolonged hydration.

In the early 17th century the growing of
melons was very common in the agricultural
villages near Trapani, Italy. After the late
harvest, melons were stored on terraces or
hung on balconies until Christmas when,
once sliced, they were enjoyed for their
sweetness and juiciness. To protect the
Presidium, after obtaining the extract, the
melon seeds are sent back to Mrs. Simonte
so she can plant them again.
Producer: the farm of Mrs. Francesca Simonte
from Dattilo, Trapani.

MOMO/shampoo

MOMO/conditioner

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat. Follow with MOMO/conditioner.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
MOMO/shampoo. Leave on for 5-10
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed with
the desired styling.

Shampoo that provides deep hydration.

Moisturizing and detangling conditioner that gives softness and silkiness.

MOMO/hair potion

Universal leave-in moisturizing
cream that leaves the hair soft and
shiny without weighing it down.
It can be applied to towel-dried hair
primarily with the products of the
MOMO line, but also after any Essential Haircare shampoo and conditioner.
It can also be applied to dried hair after
styling. Its silky, but light texture does
not wet the hair.

DEDE/
For daily use.
With Orbassano Red Celery extract, Slow
Food Presidium.
Rich in mineral salts, it has a remineralising
effect on the hair.

The story of the red celery from Orbassano
began in the 17th century when Anne Marie
d’Orléans, Duchess of Savoy, brought purple
celery from Tours with her from France which
was more flavourful and tender than the
celery then grown in Piedmont. Over the
years the French purple celery adapted well
to the vegetable gardens surrounding the city
of Turin and developed the characteristic
red colour of the stalks.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Giancarlo and Mr.
Doriano Pozzatello from Orbassano, Turin.

DEDE/shampoo

DEDE/conditioner

DEDE/hair mist

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat. Follow with DEDE/conditioner or DEDE/hair mist.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
DEDE/shampoo. Leave on for 2-5
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed with
the desired styling.

Ideal also as a pre-cutting lotion or to
equalize porosity before technical services,
such as perm, straightening or colour.
Spray on towel-dried hair after shampooing. Proceed with the desired styling.

Delicate shampoo, ideal for frequent
use.

Delicate conditioner for soft and
light hair.

Delicate leave-in spray conditioner.

LOVE CURL/
For wavy or curly hair.
With Noto Almond extract, Slow Food
Presidium.
Rich in proteins, B vitamins, vitamin E,
unsaturated fats, magnesium, iron, potassium,
copper and phosphorus with an elasticising
and volumizing action.

Since the mid 19th century, this area, one of
Sicily’s most beautiful agricultural landscapes,
has been home to a variety of almond of
exceptional quality, the Romana, named
after the family of farmers on whose fields
this variety was found and who have had
the honour of making it known. These
almonds have a thick and woody shell that
enables them to preserve their flavour and
aroma for a long time, which is why they
are particularly sought after by confectioners
worldwide.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Carlo Assenza from
Noto, Syracuse.

LOVE/shampoo

LOVE/conditioner

LOVE/curl cream

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat. Follow with LOVE/conditioner.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
LOVE/shampoo. Leave on for 2-5
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed with
the desired styling.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
LOVE/conditioner. Style with a diffuser to enhance the benefits of the product.

Elasticizing and controlling shampoo, it gives volume and keeps the
hair soft and light.

Elasticizing and controlling conditioner, it gives elasticity and volume
to the hair.

Elasticising leave-in serum to define
curls in an invisible way. It does not
leave residue and keeps the hair soft
and shiny.

LOVE
SMOOTHING/
For frizzy and unruly hair.
With Minuta Olive extract, Slow Food
Presidium.
Rich in fatty acids and vitamins, it has an
elasticising and softening action.

The Nebrodi mountains, the large “green
heart” of Sicily, are the ideal habitat for
a rare and ancient Sicilian olive cultivar,
the Minuta. Unlike other Sicilian oils, the
Minuta olive oil is very delicate and rich
in subtle fruity notes with floral aromas.
It is highly nutritious with a high concentration of polyphenols and vitamin E. The
centuries-old olive groves, which are still
producing, are evidence of the historical
significance of Minuta olives in the area.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Carmelo Messina
from Ficarra, Messina.

LOVE/shampoo

LOVE/conditioner

LOVE/hair smoother

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat. Follow with LOVE/conditioner.

Apply to towel dried hair after using
LOVE/shampoo. Leave on for 2-5
minutes, comb, then rinse. Proceed with
the desired styling.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
LOVE/conditioner. Proceed with the
desired styling.

Smoothing shampoo, it cleanses
gently and favours straightening.

Smoothing conditioner, it favours
straightening giving hydration.

Invisible leave-on anti-frizz cream, it
does not leave residue and leaves the
hair soft and shiny.

SOLU/
For all hair types.
With Valtellina Buckwheat extract, Slow
Food Presidium.
Rich in mineral salts, in particular iron, zinc,
selenium and proteins. It contains a high
concentration of all essential amino acids,
especially lysine, threonine, tryptophan and
the amino acids containing sulphur. It is
also rich in anti-oxidants.

Hardy, resistant to cold and drought, Valtellina Buckwheat was a useful crop that could
be planted in the summer after rye, potato
and barley had been harvested. Since it is
rarely attacked by parasites, it can be easily
grown without using chemicals. Buckwheat
cultivation reached its peak during the first
half of the 19th century, then it began to
decline leaving room for more profitable
crops. Today, just a few fields remain on
slopes or terraces, but it is increasingly
more appreciated due to its high nutritional
quality and the absence of gluten.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Patrizio Mazzucchelli
from Teglio, Sondrio.

SOLU/shampoo

Active refreshing shampoo, it deeply
cleans removing the residue left by
styling products. It is ideal before perm
or straightening treatments.
Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat application. Continue with
application of the most suitable conditioner,
if necessary.

MELU/
For long or damaged hair.
With Villalba Lentil Seeds extract, Slow
Food Presidium.
Rich in serine and glutammic acid, the
most abundant amino acids in keratin, it
nourishes and repairs.

Villalba lentils are characterised by a high
content of iron and proteins, and a low
content of phosphorus and potassium. Their
cultivation is very sustainable since they do
not require fertilizers, special treatments
or irrigation.
Producer: the farm of Mr. Francesco Di Gesu
from Villalba, Caltanissetta.

MELU/shampoo

Breakage preventing and shine giving shampoo, it gives silkiness and
light to the hair.
Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat application. Continue with
application of MELU/conditioner.

MELU/conditioner

MELU/hair shield

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
MELU/shampoo. Leave on for 2-5
minutes, comb then rinse. Proceed with
the desired styling.

Evenly apply the product strand by
strand to dry or damp hair before using
straightener or blow drier.

Breakage preventing and shine giving conditioner, it gives body and
volume leaving the hair soft and
light.

Heat protecting shield, it effectively
protects the hair from heat stresses
caused by straighteners and blow
driers.

VOLU/
For fine or limp hair.
With Caprauna Turnip extract, Slow Food
Presidium.
Rich in minerals such as phosphorus, iron,
calcium and vitamins A, B and C, it gives
body and volume to the hair.

The area of the municipality of Caprauna
is characterised by an incredible expanse
of ancient dry-stone terraces. In the past,
farmers used to grow turnips on the same
land where wheat had been harvested to
promote crop rotation and prevent soil
“exhaustion”. Thanks to the altitude and
the cool, damp climate, turnips grew in
optimal conditions and with a particularly
mild flavour.
Producer: the farm of Mrs. Donatella Ferraris
from Caprauna, Cuneo.

VOLU/shampoo

VOLU/hair mist

Apply to wet hair, massage gently, rinse
and repeat application. Continue with
application of VOLU/hair mist, if necessary.

Apply to towel-dried hair after using
VOLU/shampoo. Do not rinse off. Spray
the product onto the root area, then comb
the hair in order to move a small amount
of product to the lengths and ends thus increasing the volume effect; proceed with the
drying.

Volumizing shampoo, it gently
cleanses the hair making it soft and
light.

Leave-on spray to give volume to the
hair from the root. It does not weigh the
hair down and leaves it soft and shiny.

www.davines.com
www.facebook.com/davinesofficial

